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ABSTRACT 

In today’s competitive business world, creativity is an important component in enhancing an organization’s ability 

to retain its competitive advantage and stay ahead of competitors.  In order to exploit creativity, firms must learn to 

identify and leverage it across all levels of the organization.  Nonetheless, despite the importance of creativity, no 

work to date has conceptualized individual creativity with IT, nor studied the impact of creativity with IT upon the 

deep usage of IT systems.  In this paper, we report the results of a study involving 111 users of an Electronic 

Document System that finds creativity to be a stronger driver of the creation of novel and useful ideas about IT than 

innovation or self-efficacy.  By extension, it was a stronger predictor of the deep usage of IT even after accounting 

for perceptions towards the IT. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In today’s competitive business world, innovation, or the knowledge of how to create new value (de Sousa 2006), is 

a key to growth for organizations. As such, creativity is an important component to enhancing an organization’s 

ability to retain competitive advantage and stay ahead of competitors (Pipinich 2006).  Successful organizations 

encourage creative work (Hennessey et al. 2010) by creating mechanisms to tap into employees’ creative potential.  

To do so, organizations require tools that enable the identification of creative individuals who are capable of 

generating innovative solutions to business problems. 

 

Successful firms use employee-driven innovation to generate novel and useful products, processes, and approaches 

(Shalley et al. 2004), however, research suggests that employee-driven creativity remains a scarce resource. Many 

individuals fail to realize their creative potential or to transform it into a source of personal or business value 

(Florida 2004).  

 

To exploit creativity, firms must learn how to identify and leverage it across the organization (Vicenzi 2000; Zhang 

et al. 2010).  The history of creativity research indicates that some people are more creative than others (Amabile 

1983; Ford 1996; Guildford 1959; Woodman et al. 1993). To leverage creativity, a necessary first step for managers 

is to acquire tools that identify creative individuals and provide them with the opportunities and resources to 

leverage their ideas through time allocation (Mumford et al. 1988), resources (Amabile 1996), and appropriately-

designed work groups (Amabile et al. 1996; Milliken et al. 1996). Through examining how to identify creative 

individuals, we provide guidance to our colleagues-in-practice about how to foster creativity within firms. 
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Despite creativity’s importance, IS research has left the topic largely unexplored.  Creativity has been studied 

extensively in psychology (Eysenck 1993; Hennessey et al. 2010), management (Amabile et al. 2005; Ford 1996; 

Oldham et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2010), and sociology (Straus 1968; Uzzi et al. 2005).  Studies have found that 

individuals possess creativity in specific areas (Silvia et al. 2009).Individuals may be highly creative in one realm 

and less creative in another.  Rather than focus on individual creativity, the IS literature focuses upon tools (e.g. 

Garfield et al. (2001)) with an emphasis on the creation of a product rather than the person who created it, leaving 

opportunities for research that examine how to define and encourage creativity with IT in the workplace (Couger et 

al. 1993). 

 

The objective of our paper is to develop a conceptual and operational definition of Individual Creativity with 

Information Technology (ICIT). We develop a theory that explains differences between individuals in how they 

think about IT and their ability to create novel ideas about IT.  To accomplish our objective, we apply Amabile’s 

(1996) creativity framework to the domain of IT. We propose ICIT as a multidimensional construct that influences 

post-adoption IT use.  Our work advances IS research by affording a better understanding of: (a) what constitutes an 

individual who is highly creative with IT, (b) the impact of creativity on the depth of IT use and (c) offering a 

theoretical explanation for how an individual who possesses creativity in the domain of IT generates novel uses of 

IT.   

 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Drawing on literature that suggests creativity can be domain-specific, across technologies, and relatively stable, we 

present a three-fold conceptualization of individual creativity in the domain of IT (ICIT) (Amabile 1996; 1983) that 

integrates Task Motivation, Domain Relevant Skills, and Creativity Relevant Processes. The Component Models of 

creativity has been empirically validated (Conti et al. 1996; Hennessey et al. 2010; Ruscio et al. 1998; Taggar 2002) 

and has been widely adopted (Amabile 2001; Amabile 2013; Conti et al. 1996; Guildford 1959; Jeffries 2007; 

Ruscio et al. 1998; Sternberg et al. 2003; Taggar 2002) thus providing us with justification for extending this work 

within the IS domain. 

DIMENSION #1: TASK MOTIVATION 

Task motivation refers to intrinsic interest in a particular domain.  A highly creative individual is motivated to 

accomplish a task due to his/her own level of intrinsic motivation and not based upon an extrinsic motivation to 

engage in creative behavior (Hennessey et al. 2010).  In fact, previous research has found that intrinsic motivation 

facilitates creativity, whereas extrinsic motivation can be detrimental
1
 (Amabile 1983).  Once intrinsically engaged, 

a person enjoys thinking (Cacioppo et al. 1982) about the domain of interest. Thus, creative individuals are driven to 

pursue the challenge out of sheer enjoyment (Amabile 1998; Florida et al. 2005).   

 

Within the context of IT, task motivation is manifest when an individual enjoys thinking about new applications of 

technology.  This dimension reflects the intrinsic enjoyment of interacting with technology and not the extrinsic 

rewards gleaned from technology use.  An individual who exhibits high ICIT enjoys thinking about IT because it is 

pleasurable (Amabile 1998).  For example, if she is a computer programmer, she may enjoy spending her free time 

developing new programs, motivated by the work itself (Amabile 1998).  Individuals who demonstrate high ICIT 

work with IT out of love of a challenge and enjoy the feeling of accomplishment they achieve from cracking a 

riddle, whether it be technological, logistical, or social (Florida et al. 2005).   

DIMENSION #2: DOMAIN-RELEVANT SKILLS 

Domain-relevant skills refer to the competencies of the use of the task domain under investigation.  These 

competencies may include knowledge, technical skills, and special talents that are relevant or can be applied to the 

task domain (Lubart et al. 2004).  For example, knowledge of technical skills in the context of a laboratory or 

knowledge of acrylics for an artist would constitute domain-relevant skills.  These domain-relevant skills need to be 

contextualized to the specific task domain. 

 

                                                 
1
 Although extrinsic motivators appear to undermine intrinsic motivation and creativity, exceptions have been 

discovered.  If rewards confirm a creative individual’s competence or enable them to become more deeply involved 

with work in their domain of creativity, intrinsic motivation and creativity may be enhanced (Amabile 2013). 
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Domain relevant skills refers to more than knowledge, it integrates the individual’s perception that they have the 

capacity to gain new knowledge about technology through both formal and informal education (Amabile 1983).  For 

example, if an individual does not possess full knowledge of a particular programming language, they need to have 

the ability to gain knowledge of the new language.  Then, if they are internally motivated to solve a problem 

utilizing this new programming language, they will learn the new language necessary to develop their creative 

product.  Therefore, although they do not necessarily possess knowledge of every technology, hardware, and 

programming language, they need only possess the ability to learn it.  When the opportunity becomes available, the 

highly creative individual will gain knowledge of the necessary technology that can be used as a tool in their quest 

to build their creative product.  We posit that highly creative individuals are able to absorb new knowledge about 

technology and we conceptualize the second dimensions as the perceived capability of an individual to gain 

knowledge about technology.  

 

It is important to note that knowledge is a necessary for an individual to be creative with technology. While previous 

knowledge or experience with technology can discourage some individuals from developing creative solutions by 

leading to “functional fixedness”, creative individuals overcome such barriers because they demonstrate a fluid 

capacity to gain and use knowledge about an IT.
2
  When they demonstrate the capacity to gain knowledge about the 

potential of an IT’s impact or capabilities, creative individuals are more apt to generate new innovations within the 

organizational context (Cooper 2000).  We postulate that highly creative individuals possess a baseline propensity to 

be creative and the ability to leverage this characteristic requires knowledge in the domain of interest. 

DIMENSION #3: CREATIVITY-RELEVANT PROCESSES 

Creativity-relevant processes refers to domain-specific thought processes that highly creative individuals possess 

(Amabile et al. 1996).  We posit that these thought processes can be abstracted to an underlying view that highly 

creative individuals are open to think differently about their domain (Amabile refers to this concept as thinking 

widely). A person who exhibits high creativity possesses a cognitive style favorable to developing new perspectives 

on problems (Amabile 1998; Cooper 2000; Hogarth 1987), with the individual possessing a unique capacity to 

combine existing ideas in new ways (Amabile 1998; Sawyer 2006) and recombining known components 

imaginatively into something new (Ciardi 1956).  While a conventional thinker may approach a problem with 

certain traditional tools that have been used in the past, a person with high levels of creativity thinks differently 

about the problem.   We term this as open to new ways of thinking about information technology. 

 

Within the context of IT, a person who displays high ICIT employs a cognitive process that differs from 

conventional people.  This individual does not view the world in the same way that everyone else does (Pipinich 

2006); they organize their perceptions using a more complicated schema (Tuckman 1966) than conventional 

thinkers.  An individual who is highly creative with IT is not stagnant in their thinking but develops ideas that 

transcend the traditional methods of solving problems.  Although certain problems may appear daunting or 

unsolvable, a highly creative person is open to new solutions and are not constrained by the available resources; 

instead, they solve problems by utilizing new methods.  They are more likely to forge a new path when developing 

ideas rather than relying on the typical solutions that conventional individuals have always employed.  They actively 

approach the problem with a new way of thinking, which allows them to develop more efficient ideas to difficult 

problems.  Essentially, when developing a solution to a particular problem, the highly creative individual’s mind 

will produce a greater number and breadth of idea possibilities, increasing the population of unusual solution options 

from which to choose in the selection process (Amabile et al. 2005; Simonton 1999).  Indeed, the solution is often a 

bricolage, in which individuals with high ICIT develop new ideas by utilizing the materials on hand and 

incorporating them in a new manner (Ferneley et al. 2006; Levi-Strauss 1966).   

 

When compared to their less creative counterparts, people who demonstrate high ICIT produce unusual and original 

associations (Eysenck 1993).  In addition, a person with high ICIT has the ability to explore and invoke these unique 

associations in constructing a response to a problem (Mednick 1962).  They see new ways of applying technology to 

existing problems, they conceive of ways that technology can improve existing products, and they even envision 

new technology.   

                                                 
2
 We acknowledge that this is somewhat malleable as we know that experience will factor into the capacity to gain 

knowledge, as well as the individuals willingness to activate or use that capacity to gain knowledge through/during 

technology use  
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SUMMARY OF DIMENSIONS 

We conceive ICIT as a superordinate construct, with each of the first order dimensions (or components, as termed 

by Amabile) serving as manifest indicators of the underlying construct.  As such

order constructs that function as specific manifestations of the second order construct of ICIT

we display each component and description provided by 

components within the context of IT.    This conceptualization serves the basis for Hypothesis #1:

 

Hypothesis 1: Individual Creativity in IT is a superordinate second

the three first-order dimensions of enjoys thinking about IT, the perceived capability 

knowledge about IT, and open to new ways of thinking about IT

 

 

OUTCOME OF INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY WITH IN

Individuals possessing a higher degree of ICIT

technology. Creative individuals are able to depart from the status quo as well as diverge from their peers to suggest 

something novel about technology (Audia et al. 2007

persons will generate useful ideas (Amabile 1983

schizophrenic thoughts, which are original but not useful 

or problem solutions utilizing informatio

better achieve the organization’s goals (

 

Hypothesis 2: An individual higher in Individual Creativity in the domain of IT (ICIT) will be 

more likely to generate novel and useful ideas about IT

We further hypothesize that an individual who creates novel and useful ideas about IT will 

within an IT system and use the features of that IT in a deeper manner.  As adoption researchers have begun to move 

beyond IT usage frequency to focus on usage behavior, certain factors regarding usage behavior have emerged in 

importance.  Burton-Jones and Straub 

include cognitive absorption and deep structural usage of the technology. 

user will impact how the user behaviorally 

obscure) aspects of the IT system in order to accomplish tasks

 

Hypothesis 3: The more a user generates novel and useful ideas about IT (in general) will lead a 

CONFOUNDING EFFECTS 

The central focus of our research involves examining the role of ICIT in the creation of novel and useful ideas and 

the impact on deep usage of IT systems.  To rule out other possible confounding effects, we included two other 

constructs in our theoretical model (Figure 1) to control for other personality

Innovativeness in the Domain of IT (

outcomes. While PIIT attempts to measure an individual’s willingness t

the three dimensions of ICIT do not indicate a willingness to try, but rather demarcate the personal characteristics 

that facilitate the generation of creative ideas about IT.  ICIT precipitates innovation 
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We conceive ICIT as a superordinate construct, with each of the first order dimensions (or components, as termed 

by Amabile) serving as manifest indicators of the underlying construct.  As such, the dimensions of ICIT are single 

order constructs that function as specific manifestations of the second order construct of ICIT.  

we display each component and description provided by  Amabile (1996; 1983) as well as our adaptation of the 

of IT.    This conceptualization serves the basis for Hypothesis #1:

Hypothesis 1: Individual Creativity in IT is a superordinate second-order dimensions consisting of 

order dimensions of enjoys thinking about IT, the perceived capability to gain more 

knowledge about IT, and open to new ways of thinking about IT 

L CREATIVITY WITH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Individuals possessing a higher degree of ICIT will generate a higher frequency of novel and useful ideas about 

are able to depart from the status quo as well as diverge from their peers to suggest 

Audia et al. 2007; Barron 1969; Hennessey et al. 2010). Moreover, high ICIT

Amabile 1983; Audia et al. 2007).  This distinguishes ICIT from eccentric or 

schizophrenic thoughts, which are original but not useful (Feist 1998).  A highly creative person develops new ideas 

or problem solutions utilizing information technology for changing products, processes, and services, in an effort to 

(Amabile et al. 2005).  This discussion leads us to our second 

Hypothesis 2: An individual higher in Individual Creativity in the domain of IT (ICIT) will be 

more likely to generate novel and useful ideas about IT 

 
further hypothesize that an individual who creates novel and useful ideas about IT will contextualize these ideas 

the features of that IT in a deeper manner.  As adoption researchers have begun to move 

beyond IT usage frequency to focus on usage behavior, certain factors regarding usage behavior have emerged in 

Jones and Straub (2006) presented a re-conceptualized usage model, decomposing usage to 

d deep structural usage of the technology. We suspect that ideas generated by the 

user will impact how the user behaviorally uses the technology, manifested in the user employing more (and more 

obscure) aspects of the IT system in order to accomplish tasks.   

Hypothesis 3: The more a user generates novel and useful ideas about IT (in general) will lead a 

user to more deeply use a deployed IT 

The central focus of our research involves examining the role of ICIT in the creation of novel and useful ideas and 

the impact on deep usage of IT systems.  To rule out other possible confounding effects, we included two other 

model (Figure 1) to control for other personality-level variables: 

Innovativeness in the Domain of IT (PIIT) and Self-Efficacy. PIIT and ICIT differ on theoretical grounds and 

While PIIT attempts to measure an individual’s willingness to try a new IT when it is provided to them, 

the three dimensions of ICIT do not indicate a willingness to try, but rather demarcate the personal characteristics 

that facilitate the generation of creative ideas about IT.  ICIT precipitates innovation (Audia et al. 2007
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.  In the table below, 

as well as our adaptation of the 

of IT.    This conceptualization serves the basis for Hypothesis #1: 

order dimensions consisting of 

to gain more 

 

will generate a higher frequency of novel and useful ideas about 

are able to depart from the status quo as well as diverge from their peers to suggest 

. Moreover, high ICIT 

distinguishes ICIT from eccentric or 

highly creative person develops new ideas 

n technology for changing products, processes, and services, in an effort to 

.  This discussion leads us to our second hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 2: An individual higher in Individual Creativity in the domain of IT (ICIT) will be 

contextualize these ideas 

the features of that IT in a deeper manner.  As adoption researchers have begun to move 

beyond IT usage frequency to focus on usage behavior, certain factors regarding usage behavior have emerged in 

conceptualized usage model, decomposing usage to 

ideas generated by the 

the technology, manifested in the user employing more (and more 

Hypothesis 3: The more a user generates novel and useful ideas about IT (in general) will lead a 

The central focus of our research involves examining the role of ICIT in the creation of novel and useful ideas and 

the impact on deep usage of IT systems.  To rule out other possible confounding effects, we included two other 

level variables: Personal 

Efficacy. PIIT and ICIT differ on theoretical grounds and 

o try a new IT when it is provided to them, 

the three dimensions of ICIT do not indicate a willingness to try, but rather demarcate the personal characteristics 

Audia et al. 2007), which in 
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turn leads to the creation of immature technologies (Young 2007).  Therefore, ICIT constitutes a necessary but not 

sufficient condition for innovation (Amabile et al. 1996).    Therefore, we evaluate the discriminant validity between 

PIIT and ICIT to evince that ICIT more strongly predicts the creation of novel and useful ideas than PIIT.   

 

We also evaluate whether Computer Self-Efficacy (CSE), which refers to “an individual's perception of efficacy in 

performing specific computer-related tasks within the domain of general computing” (Marakas et al. 1998, p. 127) is 

a confounding effect.  Bandura (1986) notes that “Through their capacity to manipulate symbols and to engage in 

reflective thought, people (with high self-efficacy) can generate novel ideas and innovative actions that transcend 

their past experiences” (page 1182).  Thus, although researchers postulate that CSE significantly relates to the 

creation of novel ideas, we posit that ICIT exerts an even greater impact on the creation of novel and useful ideas.  

Hence, we compare the ICIT and CSE to predict the creation of novel and useful ideas.   

 

 

 

METHOD 

To test our hypotheses, we collected data from 111 users of an electronic document management system within a 

public organization.  The organization tracks documents for the state and provides internal users (other state 

employees) and external users (the public and media) with documents regarding the safety of the environment. The 

organization had deployed an electronic document management system (EDMS) to facilitate document storage and 

retrieval eight years prior to our study.  This technology was well into the post-adoption phase within the 

organization with users well positioned to see positive performance gains from the technology.  This context is 

useful to understand creativity, as it provides us with a generalizability – if our findings are significant in this 

context, then it provides us with empirical evidence that ICIT works even in non-creative contexts. The head of the 

Records Management section sent a survey invitation to 200 users of the system, with 111 completing our online 

survey (a response rate of 55.5%).   In addition to our research model, we collected data on perceived ease of use 

and perceived usefulness as a means to control for “noise” associated with perceptions of the technology (all items 

appear in Appendix A).  

DATA ANALYSIS 

We analyzed the data utilizing partial least squares (PLS). We discuss our measurement and structural model in turn. 

MEASUREMENT MODEL 

Following the procedures outlined by Chin et al. (2012), we evaluated the first-order measurement model.  First, we 

analyzed the loadings and cross-loadings of all items to ensure that they each loaded on their respective constructs 

(see Appendix B). All loadings were greater on the intended construct than on any other constructs.   
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Next, we evaluated the reliability, as well as discriminant and convergent validity of the first-order measurement 

model for ICIT.  Using the item loadings, we calculated the internal composite reliability (ICR) to evaluate the 

measure’s reliability, finding that all the dimensions exceeded the .70 threshold (Chin, et al 2012) and were all 

above 0.88 (Table 2). Also, with each dimension’s average variance extracted (AVE) exceeding 0.50 (Barclay et al, 

1995), our findings support convergent validity (Barclay et al. 1995).   

 
To evaluate discriminant validity we examined the correlations between the dimensions as well as the items (Table 

3). As the square root of the AVE exceeded the correlation between each dimension for all of the other dimensions, 

we concluded that we had established discriminant validity of the measures. 

 

 

Then, we then conducted a test of common method bias. We adjusted the correlation matrix to partial out the effects 

of method variance  (Malhotra et al. 2006) and then tested the significance of the correlations within the adjusted 

matrix.  The correlations that had been significant prior to the adjustment were also significant following the 

adjustment, while the nonsignificant correlations remained non-significant.  The results from this analysis indicate 

that common method variance is not likely to confound our results. 

 

After establishing discriminant validity in our measurement model, we estimated our second order model. We used 

the standardized latent variable scores for each of ICIT’s dimensions as indicators of the second-order construct (as 

outlined by Wright et al 2012) and then re-specified the model.  We first analyzed the second-order loadings and 

cross-loadings for all of the items (Table 4).  All loadings were greater on the intended construct than on any other 

construct.  Consequently, on determining that none of the items loaded higher on any construct other than the 

intended construct, we included all the items. 
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We then evaluated the properties of the second-order measurement model for ICIT, with each dimension being 

modeled as a superordinate construct. Using the item loadings, we calculated the internal composite reliability (ICR) 

to evaluate the measure’s reliability, finding that all dimensions exceeded the .70 threshold, with the second-order 

ICIT construct being 0.854 (Table 5).  Moreover, to estimate convergent validity, we evaluated each dimension’s 

average variance extracted (AVE).  Using the threshold value of 0.50 for AVE (Barclay, et al, 1995), our analysis 

indicates that our findings support convergent validity (Barclay et al., 1995).   

 

 
 

To evaluate discriminant validity we examined the correlations between the dimensions as well as the items. As the 

square root of the AVE exceeded the correlation between each dimension and all other dimensions, we concluded 

that we had established discriminant validity of the measures.  
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STRUCTURAL MODEL 

Our results indicate that all three sub-dimensions of ICIT are significant in the formation of the second-order 

construct of ICIT.  Open to new ways of thinking about IT (β = 0.823, t=20.238, p <0.001), enjoys thinking about IT 

(β = 0.817, t=24.717, p < 0.001), and perceived capacity to gain more knowledge (β =0.798, t=16.896, p <0.001) 

were all significant dimensions of ICIT.  ICIT was the most significant driver of the creation of novel and useful 

ideas about IT (β = 0.475, t=4.133, p < 0.001).  PIIT was a less significant driver of the creation of novel and useful 

ideas about IT (β =0.302, t=2.577, p < 0.01), while CSE (β = 0.050, t=0.657) was not significant.  Finally, the 

creation of novel and useful ideas was the only significant factor in predicting deep usage (β = 0.307, t=2.989, p < 

0.01), with ease of use (β = 0.186, t=1.32) and usefulness (β = 0.187, t=1.44) being non-significant. 

 

 

 
 

DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we propose a new concept to the IS literature: Individual Creativity with Information Technology 

(ICIT).  With the competitive pressures on business to increasingly leverage IT as a dynamic capability within the 

context of an ever-shrinking budget, it is essential that firms identify individuals with the capability of creating 

novel and useful ideas about IT.  Our research has demonstrated that self-efficacy, or confidence in one’s IT ability, 

does not drive these ideas.  Furthermore, the genesis of these ideas is not one’s willingness to try IT, or PIIT.  Our 

findings demonstrate that the most significant driver of the creation of novel and useful ideas about IT is creativity. 

 

While the issue of creativity as a global versus domain specific concept remains a subject of debate, our work has 

demonstrated that there is value in contextualizing within our IT context.  Creative individuals generate novel and 
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useful ideas and these novel and useful ideas result in deep usage of a deployed IT solution.  Furthermore, the deep 

usage is driven more by creativity than it is by the perception of the IT itself.  And while we have provided initial 

evidence for ICIT, we urge other researchers to investigate our findings across a variety of situations, devices, and 

technologies. 

 

In conclusion, we posit that creativity is a vital asset for innovative firms.  However, despite the need to study highly 

creative people, there has been little research undertaken in order to better understand individuals who are creative 

with IT.  We postulate that organizations can benefit by increasing our understanding of individuals who 

demonstrate high ICIT and that academic work needs to assist in this undertaking.  This research purposes to 

advance our body of knowledge as we seek to increase our understanding of these highly creative people who 

represent one of the most important assets to modern organizations. 
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